PowerBroker Management Suite
Version 4.1
New and Updated Features
BeyondTrust PowerBroker Management Suite provides centralized real-time change auditing
for Active Directory, File Servers, Exchange, SQL and NetApp, the ability to restore Active
Directory objects or attributes, and helps to establish and enforce entitlements across the
Windows infrastructure. Through simpler administration, IT organizations can mitigate the risks
of unwanted changes and better understand user activity to meet compliance requirements.
With PowerBroker Management Suite, customers can:


Audit the who, what, where and when of changes in Active Directory, Group Policy,
Exchange, File Systems and SQL, and alert to those changes, providing real-time visibility
to address potential compliance concerns



Provide rollback and restore of any Active Directory changes or deletions, and backup
and restore of Group Policy, protecting the business from downtime



Deliver entitlement reporting, ensuring that users have access to the resources – and
only those resources – they need to do their jobs



Centralize distributed audit data and extend throughout the Microsoft infrastructure,
providing more capabilities than native tools and a unified view of changes across the
environment

PowerBroker Management Suite includes modules for the following systems:
Auditing

Recovery

Entitlement Reporting



PowerBroker Recovery
for Active Directory

PowerBroker Privilege
Explorer for Active
Directory and File Systems





PowerBroker Auditor for Active
Directory
PowerBroker Auditor for File
Systems
PowerBroker Auditor for Exchange
PowerBroker Auditor for SQL

New Feature Highlights
Advanced GPO Auditing for PowerBroker Identity Services and PowerBroker for
Windows Customers Maximizes the Value of Auditing Investments
Customers of PowerBroker Identity Services have long benefited from the built-in auditing
capability provided by PowerBroker Auditor for Active Directory – specifically, for Unix
attributes like UID, GID, login shell, gecos, and home directory. With the release of
PowerBroker Management Suite version 4.1, that level of auditing has been enhanced to now
also include auditing of GPO settings. As before, this capability is provided to PowerBroker
Identity Services Enterprise customers at no additional charge.
New in version 4.1, PowerBroker Management Suite now audits GPO settings for PowerBroker
for Windows customers as well. Customers driving least privilege updates via Group Policy will
gain immediate visibility over all changes made to GPO setting at no additional cost.
Each of these use cases demonstrates the value of integrating products to provide greater
visibility to reduce risk, and maximize the value of existing auditing investments.
Support for Agents Running as Local System Securely Streamlines Auditing
Performing audits often require the use of a credentialed service account. This requirement can
quickly become cumbersome for administrators as the number of audited systems increases.
With version 4.1, PowerBroker Management Suite solves this problem by leveraging the local
system account to run an audit. Both the management server and agents can be deployed in
this manner. Having this capability means that administrators no longer need to manage other
credentials to perform and audit, ensuring security and speeding audit results.

PowerBroker Management Suite provides comprehensive auditing and recovery capabilities
across complex Windows environments.
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About BeyondTrust
BeyondTrust® is a global security company that believes preventing data breaches
requires the right visibility to enable control over internal and external risks.
We give you the visibility to confidently reduce risks and the control to take proactive,
informed action against data breach threats. And because threats can come from
anywhere, we built a platform that unifies the most effective technologies for addressing
both internal and external risk: Privileged Account Management and Vulnerability
Management. Our solutions grow with your needs, making sure you maintain control no
matter where your organization goes.
BeyondTrust's security solutions are trusted by over 4,000 customers worldwide,
including over half of the Fortune 100. To learn more about BeyondTrust, please visit
www.beyondtrust.com.
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